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Central Railside Warehouse Company Limited 
(A Govt. of India Enterprise) 

Ground Floor, Supreme Court Metro Station Building, New Delhi-110001 
 

SECTION-I 
 

NOTICE INVITING QUOTATIONS 
 

The Central Railside Warehouse Company Ltd. (CRWC) invites online NIQ under Single bid system from professionally 
Competent and financially sound interested parties for appointment of Clearing & Forwarding agent for (i) Phytosanitary 
& Fumigation (ii) Weighment & Inspection of country damage of cotton bales meant for export by rail. 
 
 

 
Downloading date & time of NIQ document. From 11:00 hrs. of 18.06.2021 Up 

to 23:59 hrs. of 24.06.2021 

Date & time of online submission of: 

a) NIQ Cost Rs. 2000/- 

b) Processing Fee of Rs.2950/- 

 

Up to 23:59 hrs. of 24.06.2021 

Last date & time of online submission of documents 25.06.2021 up to 15:00 hrs. 

Date & Time of Opening of Technical Bid 25.06.2021 at 15:30 hrs. 

Security Deposit Rs. 3,00,000/- 

 
Note: No definite volume of work to be performed during the currency of the contract can be guaranteed by the Central 
Railside Warehouse Company Ltd. 
 

Note & other details:- 
 
 

1. NIQ form embodying terms & conditions of the contract and other details can be viewed from the following portals: 
www.crwc.in, www.cewacor.nic.in,  http://www.tenderdetail.com and http://www.eprocure.gov.in. The NIQ can be 
downloaded from https://crwc.euniwizarde.com against payment of NIQ cost. 
 

2. The Bidder who wish to participate in the NIQ may ensure that they fulfill the eligibility criteria as mentioned in the 
NIQ document. 

 
3. Bidders who wish to participate in the NIQ will have to procure valid digital certificate as per Information Technology 

Act, 2000. Bidders can procure this certificate from any of the Govt, approved certifying agency i.e., Consultancy 
Services. 

 
4. The digital signature certificate is normally issued within two working days. The interested Bidders are requested to 

apply for the same well in advance. In case validity of digital signature certificate has expired, the Bidders are advised 
to get it renewed immediately. 

 
5. Bidders have to register with the website through the “New user registration” link provided on the home page of 

https://crwc.euniwizarde.com/. Bidder will create login ID and password on their own registration process. 
 

http://www.crwc.in,
http://www.cewacor.nic.in,
http://www.tenderdetail.com
http://www.eprocure.gov.in.
https://crwc.euniwizarde.com
https://crwc.euniwizarde.com/.
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6. Bidder shall submit their offer in electronic format only on the website on or before the scheduled date and time as 
mentioned above. No offer in physical form will be accepted and any such offer, if received by CRWC will be out rightly 
rejected. Bidder will have to submit NIQ cost and Processing fee through e-payment mode only on or before the 
above mentioned scheduled date and time. 

 
     The details of e-payment mode are available on https://crwc.euniwizarde.com/ 

 
7. Bidder must upload scanned copies of referred documents in support of their eligibility of bid. In the event of any 

document found fabricated/forged/tampered/altered/manipulated during verification, then he/they 
himself/themselves would disqualify for future participation in the NIQ of CRWC works for the next 05 (Five) years. 

 
8. Bidder shall deposit Rs.2950 /- towards processing fee of NIQ document and Rs.2000/- towards NIQ cost through e-

payment system. However, MSE’s having valid registration certificate are exempted from payment of NIQ cost. 
 
 

9. The NIQs are to be submitted in two parts, part–I containing technical specifications and part-II containing financial 
offer i.e. technical bid and price bid (Appendix-XI) through e-NIQ process only.  

 
10. Bidders who wish to participate in e-NIQ need to fill data in pre-defined forms of technical bid, price bid and Excel 

format only. 
 

11. Bidders should upload scanned copies of documents in support of their eligibility of the bid through General 
Documents provided in the website. 

 
12. In case the cost of NIQ form and processing fee is not actually credited in the accounts as specified above and 

confirmed on or before the date and time as specified in NIT, the NIQ shall not be considered further irrespective of 
the Bidders claim that the same has been transferred to the aforesaid account but due to fault of the bank or 
otherwise it is not credited. Bidder will be allowed to submit bid only when the cost of NIQ form and processing fee 
is successfully received and the information flows from Bank to e-procurement system. It is advised that the payment 
of cost of NIQ form and processing fee should be made at least 2 days prior to due date and time of submission of 
NIQ to avoid any complications in submitting online bid before the schedule last date and time of submission. 

 
13. Any clarification regarding online participation, bidders can contact:- 

 
M/s ITI Limited (Govt. of India undertaking) F-29, Ground Floor, Dooravaninagar, Bengaluru- 560016 Telephone No. 
(91)(80) 25660522 
 

     For local assistance you may call at the following helpline No. 
 

(a)         Mr. Anshuman Thakur, Mobile No.: 9355030616 
(b)         Mr. Navneet Mishra, Mobile No.: 9560364871   

 
14. After filling data in pre-defined forms, Bidders needs to click on final submission link to submit their encrypted bid. 

 
15. MSEs registered with the prescribed agencies are exempted from payment of cost of NIQ subject to provision 

mentioned in the Clause 16 of Section-II of the NIQ. Their registration should be valid as on last date of submission of 
NIQ and they should also mention the terminal validity of their Registration, failing which their offer shall not be 
considered for benefits detailed in MSE Notification of Govt. of India dated 23.03.2012 or any other notification issued 
thereafter. 

 
16. Conditional bids and the bids not accompanied by the cost of NIQ form and Processing fee shall be summarily rejected. 

 
 
 
 

https://crwc.euniwizarde.com/
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TERMS & CONDITIONS 

The interested Clearing & Forwarding Agent must fulfill the following basic requirements: - 
 
1. The interested parties should have authorized license from custom authority to act as a C&F agent or 

their sister concern or associates must have such custom license and in that case they should be 
authorized by their such sister concern/associates to utilize their services for processing export 
documents in respect of cotton bales. They should also have at least three years working experience as 
a C&F agent. In case, the parties are not having custom license of their own an authorization letter from 
their sister concern/associates confirming association with the party and undertaking the responsibility for 
processing document on behalf of the party submitting the quotations should be submitted along with the 
NIQ. 

2. A certificate from the Banker of the interested parties with mention of regular and satisfactory financial 
transactions and a certificate from the principal authority with whom they have worked should be enclosed 
with quotation. 

3. The interested parties must have GST No. and Income Tax Returns of last three years. A photo copy of 
all the above latest Credentials must be enclosed with the quotation. 

The various jobs involved under this Clearing & Forwarding work will be as follows:- 
 

1. Processing of shipping documents with the Customs Authority including arranging for 
payment of Customs duty, Octroi, Cess, if any. 

2. To place required number of vehicles at our Godown and unloading\loading of bales at port 
of export/rail head/border of dispatch. 

3. To carry out weighment of each truck just after loading outside our godown and then just 
before physical shipment at port of Export/ rail head/ border of dispatch/ ICD/ CFS etc. 

4. Obtaining bill of lading/consignment note from the shipping company/Rail operator/ 
transporter and submit to CRWC Office as per requirement. 

5. Supervision of loading/unloading of bales from the godowns and transportation upto sea port/ 
rail head/border of dispatch. 

6. To arrange appraisal and passing of document for Ocean Movement at different ports of exits 
of the consignment after proper endorsements on shipping bills to Lodge claim with the 
concerned authorities for damage of cotton bales during shipment process if any and follow 
up for realization of all claims with the concerned authority. 

7. To co-ordinate with CRWC officials in timely shipment of bales and act according to the 
instruction of CRWC. 

8. To obtain Certificate of Origin from Chamber of Commerce. 
9. To submit exported document with relevant copies of Shipping Bills and original vehicle 

receipt along with non-negotiable copies. 

10. To return export authorization certificate after physical export duly endorsed by Customs 
authority showing Shipping Bill No, Quantity Shipped and balance quantity thereof. 

11. The rates to be quoted on per bale (weighing 170 Kgs. approx.) basis (incl. cess /all other 
charges/levies and excluding GST) for providing agency services i.e. Weighment, obtaining 
Phyto-certificate and all Terminal handling Charges including all transportation from godown 
till unloading/Loading (if any) at ICD/CFS/port of dispatch (FOB)/Port of Destination (CFR), 
arrangement of extra packing material for export if required and container charges etc. 
Expenses towards loading of bales in the vehicle/container in the  godown will be borne by 
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CRWC. 

12. Clearing Agent/Freight forwarder will have to submit the consignment note/ Bill of Lading. All 
the lorries/ containers loaded with cotton bales as soon as out from Godown will be weighed 
over in the weight bridge if available just outside godown or nearby weighbridge and also on 
the gate of crossing border and the driver shall carry both the weight certificates of the loaded 
lorries/ containers to rail head/ land border/ ICD/CFS/port of dispatch(FOB)/port of destination 
(CFR) etc. 
C&F agent shall ensure the shipment will be exported based on the weight declared in the 
invoice. C&F agent will inform CRWC in case of any weight discrepancies so that the same 
can be corrected prior to the exports. Under no circumstances with abnormal shortage noticed 
on two weighment than invoiced weight shall be exported and the same should be reported 
to office immediately. Copies of all such weighment slips shall also be submitted to this office. 

13. C&F Agent will have to give prior intimation regarding lifting of the bales from the godown 
enabling CRWC to arrange for keeping the godown open and deputing our representative to 
deliver the bales. 

14. On no account CRWC will pay any detention charges of vehicle for any reason in case there 
is delay in unloading the consignment. 

15. The C&F Agent will arrange for submission of necessary Bond in case of any documents 
needed by Custom Authority for passing of shipping Bill. CRWC will however arrange for the 
documents in the meantime. 

16. All the vehicles carrying cotton bales from the godown(s) should be covered by sufficient 
tarpaulins (if required). In case, any bale is damaged due to non-coverage by tarpaulins the 
loss will be recovered from the Clearing and Forwarding Agent. 

17. All the lorries and containers carrying cotton bales from the warehouses to Ocean port of 
dispatch/rail head/land border should carry necessary documents like shippers invoice etc. in 
case of any damage in transit inform CRWC about the same for arranging insurance survey 
and C&F will assist CRWC to lodge the insurance claim. 

18. Once the quotation is accepted the clearing agent will have to deposit  Rs. 3,00,000/- by way 
of DD/PAY ORDER of any Scheduled Bank in favor of “Central Railside Warehouse Company 
Ltd” within seven days from the date of communicating the acceptance towards Security 
deposit free of interest.  

19. The description of work mentioned above is illustrative and not exhaustive and they will have 
to consider all incidental works in giving their rates. They will also confirm that no additional 
charges will be payable for any other miscellaneous jobs connected with the handling of 
export works except Statutory Charges if applicable which will be reimbursed on production 
of original receipt. 

20. After successful export of the consignment the C&F Agent shall submit their bills in duplicate 
duly supported with copy of shipping Bill. GST as applicable on each of the job shall be 
claimed in the bill which will be paid to the C&F Agent. CRWC will deduct Income Tax 
wherever applicable on the payment made to the Clearing Agent. 
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21. The necessary requirement for various job works are as follows:- 

i) Phytosanitary and Fumigation REQUIREMENTS: 
a) Interested C&F agent or their sister concern or associates should have authorized license for Carrying out 

Fumigation and approved by Plant Quarantine & Fumigation Station, Dept. of Agriculture, Govt. of India 
and must be member of Indian Pest Control Association. In such cases, they should be authorized by 
their sister concern/associates to utilize their services for phytosanitary and fumigation. 

JOB DETAILS : 
The various jobs involved will be as follows:- 

i) The Agency will be required to collect job order(s) on daily basis, as & when advised according to dispatch 
schedule. 

 
ii) The Agency will be required to collect Phytosanitary Application from CRWC Office, as and when required 

and deposit the same to concerned Plant & Quarantine Station of Govt. of India after fulfilling necessary 
formalities of fumigation etc. 

iii) The Agency will be required to fumigate cargo wherever advised with appropriate chemical for fumigation 
treatment as per requirement of Plant Quarantine Department. 

iv) Immediately on receipt of job order necessary fumigation has to be carried out and after fumigation is 
over Fumigation Certificate in 8 copies duly sealed & signed will have to be deposited to CRWC Office 
within 24 Hours. 

v) Immediately after fumigation, the Agency should arrange inspection of the cargo by the officials of Plant 
Quarantine Station and obtain Phytosanitary Certificate after depositing necessary fees with them and 
submit us Phytosanitary Certificate within 48 Hours after the inspection is over. 

vi) The Agency will have to co-ordinate with CRWC Office for timely arranging Fumigation & Phytosanitary 
Certificate. 

vii) The Agency will have to attend CRWC Office for collecting required documents, as & when advised 
even before/after working hours and on holidays for which no extra charges will be paid.  

viii) Description of work mentioned above is illustrative and not exhaustive and they 
will have to consider all incidental works if involved while conducting the job in giving their rates. No 
incidental/additional charges will be payable for any other miscellaneous works connected with the 
handling of above jobs.  

ix) The above terms & conditions are subject to addition/alteration by CRWC at any point of time & at 
the sole discretion of CRWC. 

 
ii) International Inspection & Weighment Controller 

REQUIREMENTS : 

a) Interested C&F agent or their sister concern or associates should have Working experience as an 
International Inspection Agency for F.P. cotton bales/other commodity. They should also have a foreign 
internationally recognized correspondent. 

Job Details : 
 

i) The Agency shall supervise 100% weighment of export bound cotton bales of approved lots to be offered 
by our representative on beam scale/ weigh bridge. 
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ii) The Agency after the weighment is over, shall issue necessary weighment certificate in quadruplicate duly 

typed, signed and sealed. 

iii) The Agency shall carry out country damage inspection of the cotton bales at the time of weighment and 
give their report duly typed, signed and sealed in quadruplicate. If no damage is there, certificate should 
contain a mention about the same. 

iv) The Agency shall obtain relevant export documents from CRWC Office for preparing Certificate and submit 
the same. 

v) The Agency shall attend our nominated godown(s) as and when advised to carry out weighment and 
inspection of Country damage and if required before and after normal office working hour. 

vi) The Agency will have to submit a jointly signed weight sheet on the same day of weight and their Certificate 
in quadruplicate along with original weight sheet at CRWC Office. 

vii) If necessary, the Agency will have to attend weighment everyday irrespective of any holiday whatsoever. 
No extra charges are payable for attending weighment on holiday or even before/beyond normal working 
hours. 

 
viii) The description of work mentioned above is illustrative and not exhaustive.  

 
 

ix) The above are subject to addition/alteration by CRWC at the time of finalizing the quotation or thereafter 
at any time. 
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
 

 C&F Agency representative will be required to coordinate with CRWC office to collect delivery instruction 
and co-ordinate with C&F PAN India team. No telephonic intimation for sending representative will be given 
in this regard.

 On receipt of delivery instruction from CRWC, C&F Agency shall immediately contact the office of CRWC 
on whom delivery instruction are issued and collect delivery orders from them. In case delivery orders are 
not received from concerned office of CRWC within 72 hours from handing over of delivery instructions to 
the office, C&F should inform about such non receipt of delivery orders to the Head office in writing 
immediately so that matter can be taken up with the concerned office for issuing delivery orders.

 C&F Agency should arrange transporter/authorized representative and collect the DO from the 
concerned officials at point of origin.

 The C&F Agency must lift bales immediately, latest by 72 hours on receipt of delivery order. In case the 
bales are not lifted as per above then the penalty of rupees 20 per bale per day will be levied after expiry 
of the stipulated period for first 5 days and from the 6th day onwards the penalty will be rupees 25 per bale 
per day and will be deducted from the bill.

 
 In case bales are not shipped at port of dispatch within 30 days from the date of issue of delivery order the 

consequence of delay in shipment or full if any loss or damage is suffered by CRWC/ buyer the same shall 
be recovered from the C&F Agent/Agency. The clause is applicable when C&F Agency is responsible for 
delay. This exclude changes in vessel schedule by the liners, congestion at Port of dispatch, natural 
disaster, strike riots or any other force majeure.

 C&F Agency will have to submit the shipment documents to respective office within 3 days from the date 
of shipment for onward submission to bank for payment. In case of delay beyond 3 days, then the loss if 
any till the time of receipt of shipping documents is suffered by CRWC shall be recovered from the agency.

 C&F Agency will have to submit daily report on lifting/ dispatch/ delivery position of bales as per format 
provided to be obtained from the office. Such reports must reach this office latest by 11 a.m. everyday.

 Under no circumstances the rate agreed will be subject to any escalation during tenure of appointment 
unless and until there is a major deviation of job scope

 In case the bales are not lifted within 10 days from the receipt of delivery order CRWC shall be at liberty 
to get the bales transported at market rate by engaging other transport and recover the difference if any 
from the Agency under intimation. CRWC’s decision in this regard shall be final.

 All Lorries/Containers/Wagons loaded with cotton bales before entering into destination will have to be 
weighed over in the weigh bridge available near destination. Any loss/damage or shortage in transit if 
found, the Agency will be held responsible. Under no circumstances bales with abnormal shortage noticed 
on two weighment than invoiced weight shall be acceptable and same will have to be compensated fully 
by the C&F Agency. Copies of all such weighment slip shall also be to be submitted to this office.

 C&F Agency will be held responsible for any loss, damage, short receipt due to pilferage or any other 
reason and CRWC office reserves its right to recover the value of such shortage from the C&F Agency till 
settlement of the claim by the insurance company. In case of any shortage/pilferage/ loss in transit C&F 
Agency will have to submit copy of FIR enabling CRWC to lodge Insurance claim with the insurance 
company. In case of damage of bales by fire in transit transporter will have to submit fire brigade report 
from the concerned authority at the time of place of accident.

 Proper safety of the bales in transit should be ensured and transhipment should be avoided as far as 
possible. In case the transhipment is unavoidable under any circumstances bales should not be kept in 
open and must not be detained at the transhipment point for more than 24 hours. Third party goods or 
bales of any other destination should not be loaded in same truck
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 The condition of the Lorries/Containers/Wagons should not lead to any damage of the bales. Truck carrying 

chemical, coal, cement etc. should be cleaned thoroughly before bales are loaded.

 In case of any loss or damage the Agency will be bound to produce certificate as may be required by CRWC 
and shall be responsible for any loss suffered by the CRWC in this regard.

 On loading of the bales consignment note in one copy will have to be submitted to CRWC.

 Counter foils of each way bill for tax purpose subsequently must be returned by the Agency as enclosures. 
In case any way bill is lost by the Agency before or after endorsement of concerned tax check post the 
cost and consequences of such loss will be on account of the Agency and they will have to fulfill all 
required formalities including cost thereon and get the same regularized with the tax authority.

 It will be the responsibility of the Agency to ensure submission of all papers required for transportation of 
goods and in case there is any delay loss or damage of the goods because of transporters failure to ensure 
submission of necessary documents/papers the same will be at the cost and responsibility of the Agency.

 Custom related documents are to be provided by CRWC immediately after completion of loading for 
transporting and completion of custom documentation and formalities by the C&F Agency.

 C&F Agency will submit their bill bale wise which will accompany export invoice, shipping bill, phyto 
certificate, international weighment certificate and certificate of origin for export movement as applicable. 
Without the above documents the bill of C& F Agency will not be entertained /processed by CRWC.

 C&F Agency will be responsible for fulfillment of all the statutory requirement for pre-shipment and post 
shipment under export with the concern departments / Offices and CRWC will provide needful documents 
as required by the statutory department and also responsible for obtaining incentives/duty benefits as 
entitled against export by the CRWC.

 Payment shall be made within 30 days from the date of submission of bills to CRWC.

 Any incomplete quotation not fulfilling any of the above requirements or quotation submitted not as per 
requirements will not be considered and shall be rejected out rightly.

 Rates should be quoted for branch wise on keeping in view of the centres surrounding area of storage 
location. The detailed list of Centres under various branches are enclosed as Annexure – III for reference.

 CRWC reserves its right to accept or reject whole or any of the quotation In the event of such rejection the 
bidder may seek in writing reason for rejection of their NIQ.

 If necessary, CRWC may appoint more than one C&F Agent for the same   job at the lowest rate received in 
the NIQ and proportionately allot job at the discretion of the CRWC.

 Quotation should be submitted on the mentioned online portals in single bid system ---Technical Bid to be 
filled up in enclosed ANNEXURE-I alongwith all relevant documents desired by us and Financial Bid to be 
filled up in enclosed ANNEXURE-II, both duly sealed and signed by authorized signatory.  

 Quotation if submitted in any other form or do not fulfill any of the terms and conditions of this enquiry or 
find incomplete in any respect are liable to be rejected.

 The rates so quoted in the quotation by the C&F Agent shall be kept valid upto 30 
days within which acceptance of the offer will be communicated to the concerned 
Clearing & Forwarding Agent. No offer shall be withdrawn within the above 
period. 

 The appointment of C&F Agent will be valid for a period of Six months from the date of issuance of work 
order with in which time no escalation in rates would be allowed. However, CRWC may extend/shorten 
the contract period not exceeding two months at the same rate and on the same terms and conditions. 
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Similarly this appointment may be subjected to cancellation by the CRWC before expiry of the period 
which will be intimated to the C&F Agent in writing in advance.

 The Rate to be quoted should be inclusive of all charges & levies and should be consolidated one, 
excluding GST as applicable. Description of works mentioned in the NIQ is illustrative and not exhaustive 
and will have to consider all incidental works, if involved while conducting the job in giving  their 
rates. No incidental / additional charges will be payable for any other miscellaneous works connected 
with the export of cotton bales.

 All consequence of the action on the part of the C&F Agent as well as their appointed associates contrary 
to the above points will be on account of the C&F Agent.

 The above terms and conditions for C&F Agent as well as their appointed associates are subject to 
addition/alteration by the CRWC at the time of finalizing the quotation or thereafter.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PLACE: Seal & Signature of the Authorised signatory 
Date: 
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CENTRAL RAILSIDE WAREHOUSE COMPANY LTD 
 

TECHNICAL BID 
 
 

Name of party:   

 
ANNEXURE-I 

 
Sl.No. Particulars Compliance 

1 Particulars of authorized Custom License showing the validity with 
copy enclosed. 
Note: Self attested copy shall be enclosed 

 

1(a) The authorized custom license from custom authority to act as C&F 
Agent of sister concern or associate and authority letter in this regard is 
enclosed. 

 

 
2 

 
 
Full postal address of the Party, City office with Telephone Nos. 
 
 
 

 

3 Working experience as C&F Agent 
Note: Copy of credentials duly attested shall be enclosed. 

 

4 Income Tax Last return/ clearance certificate Self attested copy shall 
be enclosed. 

 

5 GST Registration No: 
Self attested copy of GST registration certificate to be enclosed. 

 

6 Bankers Certificate (enclosed copy). Yes/No 

7 Name of Proprietor/Partners/Directors 
With Telephone Nos//Mobile Nos. at office and Residence 

Name:    

Off Tel No.    
Resi:    
Mobile No     

8 Authorization letter authorizing the person for assigning presenting 
NIQ documents & assigning. 
Note: Original Letter to be enclosed. 

 
(Name of authorized person) 

 

 
We confirm having read & understood and accepted all the terms & conditions of the NIQ. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PLACE: 
 

Date: 

 
 

Seal & Signature of the Authorised Signatory 
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ANNEXURE-II 
 

NIQ for C&F Agents for Handling Export Shipments 
 

Financial Bid 
CFR 

(Rail route) 
 
 
 
Sr. No. 

 
 
 

Particulars of Job 

 
 
 
State 

 
 
 
Branch 

 
 
 
Location 

Destinations Rail 
Rate per bale(CFR) In Rs. 

 
Border of destination Benapole, 

Bangladesh 
(By Rail) 

 
 
Banga Bandhu West Bangladesh (By 

Rail) 

1  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CLEARING AND 
FORWARDING INCLUDING 
TRANSPORTATION, 
PHYTOSANITORY & 
FUMIGATION AND 
WEIGHMENT 
CONTROLLING etc, AS 
MENTIONED IN THE NIQ 
TERMS 

 
MAHARASHTRA 

AKOLA All the storage places located 
nearest to the purchase 
centre under the branch. 

  

2 AURANGABAD   

 
3 

 
ORISSA 

 
RAYAGADA 

All the storage places located 
nearest to the purchase 
centre under the branch. 

  

4  
GUJARAT 

RAJKOT All the storage places located 
nearest to the purchase 
centre under the branch. 

  

5 AHMEDABAD   

6  
TELANGANA 

MAHABUBNAGAR All the storage places located 
nearest to the purchase 
centre under the branch. 

  

7 ADILBAD   

8 WARANGAL   
 

9 
 
ANDHRAPRADESH 

 
GUNTUR 

All the storage places located 
nearest to the purchase 
centre under the branch. 

  

 
10 

 
MADHYA PRADESH 

 
INDORE 

All the storage places located 
nearest to the purchase 
centre under the branch. 

  

 
11 

 
KARNATAKA 

 
HUBLI 

All the storage places located 
nearest to the purchase 
centre under the branch. 

  

 
12 

 
RAJASTHAN 

SRIGANGANAGAR All the storage places located 
nearest to the purchase 
centre under the branch. 

  

BHILWARA   
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13 

 
PUNJAB 

 
BATHINDA 

All the storage places located 
nearest to the purchase 
centre under the branch. 

  

 
14 

 

 
HARYANA 

 
SIRSA 

All the storage places located 
nearest to the purchase 
centre under the branch. 

  

 

Total 

  

L1 will be selected on the basis of the lowest TOTAL VALUE received. However, L1 will be required to match individual lowest rate as received against each location.  
 

Note: 
 List of Branch wise purchase centers is enclosed at Annexure III. 
 One single rate to be quoted on per bale (weighing 170 Kgs. approx.) basis (incl. cess /all other charges/levies and excluding GST) for providing agency services, weighment, 

obtaining Phyto-certificate and all Terminal handling Charges including all transportation from godown till unloading/loading (if any) at ICD/CFS/railhead/border of dispatch etc 
and container/wagon/lorry charges etc. 
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List of centers Annexure-III 
 

Sr 
no 

Ahmedabad Rajkot Aurangabad Akola Indore Rayagada Adilabad Warangal Mahabubnagar Guntur Hubli Sirsa Bathinda Sriganganar Bhilwara 

1 Dehgam Amreli Nandurbar Khamgaon Anjad Jogimunda Adilabad Karimnagar Bhongir Gooty Annigeri Adampur Abohar Hanumangarh 
Jn. 

 
Gangapur 

2 Kapadwanj Botad Shahada Malkapur Khargone Rayagada Asifabad Jammikunta Chandur Guntur-A Bijapur Barwala Bathinda Hanumangarh 
Tn. 

 
Bijaynagar 

3 Sathamba Dhangadhara Dondaicha Bhadrawati Bhikengaon Gunupur Bellampalli Choppadandi Kalwakurthy Krosur Devadurga Hansi Budhladha Rawatsar Nagaur 

4 Chanasma Gadhada Chalisgaon Sonurli Dhamnod Parlakhemundi Chennur Gopalraopet Mothkur Nandigama Dharwad Hisar Fazilka Nohar Kapasan 

5 Haarij Halwad Pachora Narkhed Kasrawad  Kondapally Huzurabad Nakrekal Gampalagudem Gadag Uklana Killianwali Bhatra Surajgarh 

6 Vijapur Jamnagar Shegaon Deoli Khetia   Peddapalli Nalgonda Markapuram Gulburga Uchana Malout sangaria  

7 Visnagar Limbdi Bhokardan Hinghanghat Kukshi   Kamanpur Chevella Pechikalpadu Hubli Meham Mansa   

8 Bodeli Rajkot Rajur Waygaon Maheshwar   Sulthanabad Nagarkurnool Pedanandipadu Raichur Dabwali Maur   

9 Kaledia Ranpur Badnapur Ghatanji Sendhwa   Siddipet Ibrahimpatnam Kondur Shahpur Ellenhabad Mukutsar   

10 Handod Talaja Jalna Khairi Singhana   Thogutta Aleru Sattenapalli  Kalanwali Raman   

11 Pavijetpur Una Partur Pandarkawda    Gajwel Shadnagar Narsaraopet  Sirsa Sangat   

12 koshindra  Jawlabazar Ralegaon    Kondapaka     sardulgarh   

13 Naswadi  Ghansawangi Sindola    Chinnakodur        

14 Nizar  Lasur     Doultabad        

15 Kukarmunda  Beed     Cheryal        

16        Husnabad        

17        Bejjanki        

18        Jogipet        

19        Vatpally        

20        Sadashivapet        

21        Raikode        

22        Narayenkhed        

 


